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Learning outcomes:  

LO3: Propose an initiative for a specific business application of AI. 

LO4: Produce a roadmap for an organization to gain strategic advantage using AI. 

Name: Alex Seguin 

Review guidelines: 

Your assignment will be reviewed according to each individual section of the roadmap, and 
the structure and logic of your writing. View the detailed rubric on the Online Campus. 

Question 1 

Complete the four sections of the following roadmap template. 
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Executive summary 

Summarize your plan for the strategic implementation of AI into your chosen 
organization. (Max. 500 words.) 

Looking at AI opportunities across the organization, both internal and external 
operations may benefit in our AI journey.   

Internal: AI Improvements to Drive Efficiency 

External: AI Developments for Customers 

Balancing machine-human resources will help drive internal productivity, while freeing 
up time for creative and strategic thinking to develop AI inspired product offerings for 
end customers.  The ultimate goal is to start with thermal imaging systems, applying 
ML, NLP, and robotics to develop systems that simplify equipment diagnostics for end 
customers. 
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Current state 

Describe the current state of your chosen organization. (Max. 500 words.) 

The current thermal imaging organization relays on the following cross-functional 
teams to manage the business unit, BU, and drive future growth: 

Product management, Finance, Product Planning, Demand Generation, 
Program management, Engineering, Technical Service, Sales Support, 
Firmware Development, Software Cloud Development, Digital Marketing, and 
Creative & Web Services 

Microsoft Teams is used internally in the Thermal Imaging BU to manage workload 
priorities through the following communication channels / workspaces: 

• BU Priorities: Master Action Item List, News & Feedback 
• Financials: CRM Data, Bookings, Shipments [Quantity, Revenue, Margins\ 
• Product:  New Product Development, Connected Platform, Quality, Service 
• Marketing & Demand Generation: Marketing and CRM Dynamics Metrics 

• Sales & Category Management: APAC, Americas, EMEA   
 

Currently, the business does not utilize Artificial Intelligence platforms, such as NLP 
administrative programs to help manage tasks across the team.  Action items are 
manually tracked via Trello, JIRA, and Excel spreadsheets with a heavy reliance on 
human interface to constantly prioritize and follow-up across the organization. 

Demand generation and CRM system data is pulled from LIVE systems through 
automated visual dashboards.  To perform further analysis on the data set, one must 
manually download the desired content for further analysis.  From revenue projections, 
the marketing team then calculates KPIs to produce detailed digital marketing metrics 
by month for PPC, email, social, and other digital marketing channels.  Sales also 
calculates the sales generated leads required, so they can drive accountability to the 
individual account managers. Separately, finance manual pulls bookings and shipping 
data manually and indicates gaps by week, month, and quarter versus plan and prior 
year.  This data set is pulled and manipulated in Excel first, before sharing with the 
team manually through a static PDF document. 

Artificial intelligence is not currently used to produce insights from either the marketing 
& sales system, cloud based customer apps, or to help with NLP capabilities for the 
internal sales organization.  Additionally, cutting edge customer features do not take 
advantage of AI machine learning, or robotics systems to develop the next generation 
thermal imaging camera systems.  With machine vision capabilities developing in other 
industries, this is a huge opportunity for applying AI to thermal imaging systems. 
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Proposed initiative 

Outline your proposed initiative for using AI in your chosen organization to 
achieve competitive advantage. (Max. 800 words.) 

Competition has chosen to drive a Differentiation Strategy to serve each of the 
thermal imaging customer segments.  Our BU however, has found a sweet spot, 
collaborating with internal businesses, to over-serve the Industrial Maintenance 
customer segment, through a Focus Strategy.  We deliver customer satisfaction 
through offerings that targets workflow improvements to help customers efficiently 
aggregate, trend, and analyze asset data to make important maintenance decisions. 

With machine learning, natural language processing, and robotics capabilities 
advancing daily, the future goal is to reliably take thermal images and other asset 
measurements to produce & trend data, ultimately simplifying the decision making 
process for customers, through notifications and next steps, similar to the following: 

Asset Status  Recommended Next Steps     

• 90 – 99 %      Relatively new asset, no recommended maintenance  
• 70 – 90 %      Used asset, minor maitenance recommended 
• 40 – 70 %      Worn asset, significant maintenance or replacement  
•   0 – 40 %      Near end of life, repair or replace immediately 

To do this, AI capabilities must be developed for both the internal business 
organization and the end customers. Internal systems must help supplement data rich 
activities, to free up time for strategic thinking. As well, engineering development 
should focus on creating high price point product offerings connected to AI driven 
cloud and edge computing, taking advantage of the capabilities, as outlined below: 

Internal: AI Improvements to Drive Efficiency 

• Administrative robot to document actions & drive accountability (NLP, Robotics) 
• System generated Marketing, Sales, and Finance insights/narratives (ML, NLP) 
• Competitive Analysis delivering strategic intent from web resources (NLP) 

External: AI Developments for Customers 

• Applied machine vision, thermal imaging, and other data (ML, NLP) 
• Thermal Imaging / Measurement Land Rover System (NLP, Robotics) 
• Thermal Imaging / Measurement Air Drone System (NLP, Robotics) 

Combining both machine and human capabilities to focus on their individual strengths 
will help better serve and Focus on the industrial customer.  Internally, having a 
administrative bot present in meetings can help automate note taking, action item taking, 
follow-up, and meeting setup for often mundane and repetitive tasks.  As well, systems 
can help generate the initial insights to point to KPI gaps, so the human team can use 
their creative abilities to decide what actions to take.  NLP systems can also help monitor 
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competitive threats, to help bring up competition to the product and business 
management teams. 

For future offerings, visual & machine learnings platforms can help drive new capabilities 
into the existing thermal imaging cameras.  As well, robotic systems could eventually 
help automate some of the thermal imaging inspection capabilities, to help customers 
make repetitive and often routine inspection rounds on their equipment and field assets. 
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Plan of action and criteria for success 

Detail your plan of action for using AI in your chosen organization. (Max. 800 
words.) 

Next steps are to introduce AI concepts to a small focus team, who was the bandwidth 
and desire to drive next steps and accountability into the organization over the next 
three years.  Using X-Matrix principles, around strategy development, the team will 
meet over a period of three months, to understand what annual goals they believe are 
needed for the organization.  Capabilities and targets to improve (TTIs) will developed 
next, focusing on key KPIs and improvement priorities to drive AI into the organization.  

Potential 3 year objectives, annual objectives, and TTIs are outlined below: 

Three Year Objective 

• Drive AI into connected thermal imaging offerings to deliver $100M of new 
business revenues by 2021 

• Grow $25M productivity by 2021 through ML, NLP, and Robotics by automating 
the generation of KPI gap analysis, communication, and actions item tracking to 
drive real time accountability to team members 

Annual Objective: 

• Delivering $30M of AI inspired offerings by December 2019 
• Drive $10M of internal productivity by 2019 through AI driven enhancements 

Targets to Improve: 

• Develop ML driven customer insights, combining visual and thermal image data 
sets for 3 thermal imaging application areas by June 30, 2019 

• Baseline data needs, for electric motors, to establish a method baseline asset 
status along the motor lifetime by September 30, 2019 

• Establish partnerships with robotics / drone companies to initiate self driving/flying 
platforms to automate thermal imaging inspections by March 31, 2019 

• Establish NLP and ML partners by Q1 2019 and rapidly prototype along revenue 
generation engine by Q2 2019 to serve team members with narratives and gap 
analysis to better drive weekly actions for lead generation, sales pipeline health, 
bookings, and shipping [Complete by Q3 2019] 

Once fully developed, the strategy will be presented to executive leadership, in 
collaboration with external AI experts, to understand what must be adjusted to drive 
realistic expectations next year.  In December, the goals will be incorporated by AI 
team members, to monitor and track into the system for Goals and Objectives.  The 
cross functional team meetings will be led by the business manager, weekly, while the 
report out will be delivered to the executive team monthly.  This will ensure the right 
level of visibility and course correction along the way. 

 


